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Tribute to late
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Have a good break.
"Time is the least thing we have." Ernest Miller Hemingway.
year has past and the rest of 2008 is catching speed.
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I hope that you will find the March issue informative. Our Editor, Jorge Estorninho, con- Jim Silva
tinues to do a fabulous job in the layout and presentation. Thanks Jorge.

Of mention please note that Casa is taking orders for the book ‘Portuguese Community
in HongKong’. Please contact Casa Secretary Mary Rigby if you wish to place an order
by no later than 11th April either by calling 47333862 or via email: rigbyfamYouth Encontro in
ily@ozemail.com.au The author Antonio (Toneco) M. Pacheco Jorge da Silva will be
Australia?
working on a Volume II –
please refer to his ‘appeal’ Easter Greetings
for contributions from the
Macanese community in
Special Points of
this newsletter.

19

interest:-

In February, the Portuguese
Consul General of Sydney,
Dr. Joao Perestrello completed his term of office. It
will be our loss as the Consul General has been most
supportive of our Casa
(Continued on page 2)

This is a bumper issue
with lots of contributions
from our readers and I
was not able to bring any
particular article to your
attention as they are all
worth reading.
Thank you to all our contributors.
Editor

Editor: Jorge Estorninho

Co-Ordinator: Marcus Gutierrez
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over the years, particularly as an advocate last September providing a testimonial to Marrickville Council in our
pursuit of our development application (DA) consent. I
know that you will join with the Committee to wish Dr.
and Mrs. Perestrello all the best in his new posting.
We have received notification from the Secretary of the
Sydney Portugal Community Club at Marrickville that
the annual Provincias de Portugal is to be held on Sunday
13th April. Casa intends to hold a stall and invite members to help on that day - either by rostering on the stall
or contribute by cooking Macanese sweets and desserts.
If you can give a hand come and show your support.
Please contact our Secretary, Mary Rigby (47333862 or
via email: rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au ) asap.
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guese Radio. A glorious day was enjoyed by the very
large crowd.
Two other highlights are featured in this issue:

1. Welcome Mat
2. Hands on Team
providing an update on visitors through the doors of our
Casa; plus the Committee, spouses and helpers ‘working
bee’. We look forward to welcome all State and Interstate members, visitors from Sister Associations, local
and overseas guests.
Kind Regards,

I would like to draw attention to the Expressions of Interest (EOI) contained within this newsletter addressed
Yvonne
to our younger generation (aged between 18 to 30) encouraging a positive response to participate in Australia’s
Start by doing what's necessary, then what's possible,
first Youth Encontro (gathering) to take place in Sydney.
and suddenly you are doing the impossible.
Francis of Assisi
In Sydney, the annual Bairro Portugues or Portuguese
Food and Wine Fair was held on Sunday 9th March from
1pm to 6pm at Petersham – ‘Little Portugal’. Presented
by Marrickville Council, the event featured contemporary and traditional Portuguese and Brazilian entertainment, an array of mouth-watering selection of Portuguese, Brazilian & Goan cuisine.
It was a day of gourmet delights, delicious barbecued sardines, bacalhau,

Chloe Innocence Da Silva, beautiful
baby girl arrived into the arms of
loving parents Jose & Sarah and
brother Oliver & extended family,
on Sunday 24 February 2008.
Sadly a very brief and precious
gift. Now an angel in God's care.
“The Lord bless you and keep you;
The Lord make his face to shine
upon you, and be gracious to you:
(Photo: Taken at the MGTO Stand: Ben & Nick from
MGTO with Yvonne)
tapas, Portuguese chicken, tarts, wine and beer.
Main sponsors were: Petersham RSL, Macau Government Tourist Office, the Inner West Courier, SBS Radio,
and O Portugues na Australia newspaper and Portu-

The Lord lift up his countenance
upon you, and give you peace.”
Numbers 6:24-26
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Surrender, or we’ll flatten
Macau
Stuart Braga
A little over two centuries ago, little Macau, remote and
isolated from world affairs, narrowly escaped being
caught up in the worldwide struggle between Britain
and France under Napoleon. Fearing that the French
might get there first, the British Governor-General of
Bengal was on the point in 1802 of sending troops to
Macau with instructions to force the Governor to surrender. Portugal might never have got it back.
It all started with a stalemate between France and Britain, who had been at war with each other several times
during the 18th century, and went to war again in 1793.
Neither side could land a knockout blow on the other,
with the French victorious on land, and the British unchallengeable at sea. Britain's prosperity depended on
trade, which was protected by
the watchful presence of the
Royal Navy.
The situation became far more
serious for the British when a
successful general, Napoleon
Bonaparte, seized control of the
French government in 1799,
eventually proclaiming himself
Emperor of the French. Napoleon reasoned that to defeat the
British, he would use his control
over most of Europe to stifle
British trade. That would lead to
the collapse of the British economy. Even Portugal, on the
southwest corner of Europe, had to dance to Napoleon's tune, or risk invasion. That eventually did happen,
and when it did, British forces, based at Lisbon, began
the long fight back that ended with Napoleon’s defeat at
Waterloo.
In response, the British took drastic steps to safeguard
their important worldwide trade especially with India
and China. Cape Colony (now South Africa), Ceylon
(now Sri Lanka) and Malacca were seized from the
Dutch. Many years earlier, the Dutch had pushed the
Portuguese out of Ceylon and Malacca. Now they were
sent packing too. The Portuguese territories around the
African coast – Guinea, São Tomé e Principe, Angola
and Mozambique – were not considered strategically
important and were left alone. However, the British
seized Mauritius, the French island in the Indian Ocean.
In India, Goa, with its small outposts Damão and Diu
were possible targets for a swift French strike. In the
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Far East, Macau, already occupied by Portugal for nearly
250 years, was the gateway to trade with China. The
China trade became enormously important to Britain
during the 18th century, and it would hurt Britain severely if it were to be interdicted. If Macau was left in
Portuguese hands, it might well be the weakest link in
the British strategic chain. So Macau and the Portuguese
Indian territories were next on the British list to be
occupied and fortified.
British policy in India was administered, not from London, but by the Governor-General of Bengal. He was
appointed, not by the British government, but by the
Honourable East India Company, an immensely powerful trading company which since 1603 had held a monopoly over British trade in the East. Gradually, the
company extended its influence throughout Bengal and
southern India until by the 1790s it controlled an empire of tens of millions of people.
Two remarkable brothers played a significant part in the
rapid expansion of British influence at the beginning of

Picture reproduced by kind permission from the
National Library of Australia
the 19th century. They were Richard and Arthur
Wellesley. Richard, who became the Marquess of
Wellesley, was a very able administrator, and was appointed Governor-General of Bengal in 1797. Arthur,
his younger brother, was an up-and-coming army officer
of exceptional capability. Within twenty years, he would
defeat Napoleon and become Duke of Wellington. In
India, the able governor and the brilliant soldier swept
all before them. The policy of British expansion in India
was continued even more aggressively by the Wellesleys, partly because the French were giving military assistance to various princes who stood in the way of
British ambitions. The French might well have seized
Goa as part of this life-and-death struggle to obtain a
(Continued on page 4)
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useful port.
The Marquess of Wellesley moved first. Two forts at the
entrance to Goa harbour, at Aguada and Cabo Raj Bhawan, had been occupied by a British force since 1797.
Now, in a letter dated 20 November 1801, Wellesley
courteously requested the Governor-General of Goa,
Francisco Antόnio da Veiga Cabral, to accept a strong
force of British soldiers to reinforce his small garrison
and make the port impregnable. A similar dispatch was
sent to José Manuel Pinto, the Governor of Macau, then
under the jurisdiction of Goa. Cabral and Pinto were
reminded that Britain and Portugal were old allies, and
that their cooperation was expected. However, within a
few weeks, the situation suddenly became much more
precarious. Wellesley heard that Portugal had signed a
treaty with France agreeing to close all her ports to
trade with Britain. There was no time to lose; Goa and
Macau must be occupied at once.
On 17 January 1802, Wellesley sent off a flurry of letters. Sir William Clarke, the commander of the British
forces at the entrance to Goa harbour, was ordered to
occupy Goa, to place the Governor under house arrest
but to treat him with dignity, and to offer the Portuguese troops there service under the British flag. They
would become prisoners of war if they refused. Clarke
was instructed to prepare a detailed Intelligence report
on the government, economy and social fabric of Goa.
A second letter went to Governor Cabral. It demanded
the immediate and unconditional surrender of Goa and
its dependencies to Clarke’s forces. That of course included Macau. A third letter was sent to Richard Wall in
Canton, the President and Commissioner of British Supercargoes (i.e. merchants). He was informed that
troops on their way to Macau would be ordered to require its surrender. "In the event of opposition on the
part of the Governor of Macao", Wellesley ordered "the
reduction of the settlement by force of arms." Wellesley
was shrewd as well as forceful. Wall was instructed to
let the Chinese authorities know that a French takeover
of Macau would be bad for business. A British takeover
would be good for business. However, Wellesley realised that he had to tread warily in relation to the Chinese authorities. Wall’s instructions were soon watered
down with what for Wellesley was a rare piece of diplomacy. "Your knowledge of the disposition of the Chinese
government will enable you to determine upon the expediency of proceeding to the occupation of Macau
without previously obtaining the acquiescence of the
government."
If that left Wall in an awkward position, not quite knowing what to do, Governor Pinto in Macau was in a most
unenviable position. Wellesley's fourth letter was a blunt
demand for his abject surrender. "I have directed the
Officer in Command of the British Armament … to propose to your Excellency terms for the peaceable surrender of the Settlement of Macao and its dependencies.
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Your Excellency’s wisdom and discernment will suggest
to you the inutility [uselessness] of opposing any resistance to the accomplishment of this measure; your Excellency’s justice and humanity will not permit you to
expose the lives and property of the inhabitants of Macao to the danger of an unavailing contest with the superior power of the British arms.” In simple language, Pinto
was told, ‘surrender or we’ll flatten Macau’.
What happened? Cabral knew that he could do nothing
to stand in the way of this Englishman who hated Napoleon, but like the French ruler was ruthless and tyrannical. For the next 12 years, British forces occupied Goa.
The old Portuguese territory was virtually a British protectorate, but Portuguese civil authority was allowed to
continue, despite Clarke’s concern about the way the
Portuguese civil service operated there. ‘Conditions
amount to extortion’, he reported. Arthur, the younger
Wellesley brother, fresh from a stunning victory at Assaye over an Indian army with French advisers, was even
more forceful than his brother. He told Clarke to lay it
on the line with the Portuguese governor. Clarke was
instructed to point out to Cabral, "it is positively determined that the French shall not have Goa; that by a good
understanding with the British government he may certainly secure the Possession for the Crown of Portugal,
otherwise it may be lost entirely."
However, Goa did go back to Portugal in 1813 for another 150 years. Had the Wellesley brothers still been in
India, it would surely have remained British. Both of
them were determined to increase British power, and
neither would not let anything or anyone stand in his
way. However both men returned to England in 1807,
there to make their mark on world history. Portugal
soon shook off the treaty with France, and joined forces
with Britain. Major-General Arthur Wellesley went to
Portugal’s rescue and soon earned fame, promotion,
titles and riches.
And Macau? Nothing happened. Pinto remained undisturbed as Governor until August 1803 when he was replaced by Caetano de Sousa Pereira. The British, needing
all their troops in Europe, could spare none for an expedition to the ends of civilisation. Moreover, French naval
power in the Indian and Pacific oceans was at an end
already. So too therefore was the French threat to
Macau. However, its slow decline continued as, less than
40 years later the British found a far better place for
their commercial and naval activities in the Far East –
Hong Kong.

This article was prepared principally from transcripts
made in 1952 by Jack Braga of the despatches of Richard,
Marquess Wellesley, in the British Museum, Additional
Manuscripts 13,710. The transcripts are now in the J.M.
Braga collection, National Library of Australia, MS

4480 and MS 4300, series 12.
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Tribute to the late Eurico Gregorio Da Luz Viana
Lizette Akouri
On 13th February, 2008, the Portuguese Consul Mr João
Perestrello paid tribute to my late father, Eurico Gregorio da Luz
Viana, by awarding him posthumously, with “Premio Comunidade
Portuguesa”. These awards are given to members of the Portuguese
community here in Australia for their outstanding contributions to
the arts, literary achievement and civic services.
My father was awarded this for his long and dedicated service to the Portuguese Community here in Australia. He started
working for the Consulate in 1976 until he retired in 2002, achieving
the post as Vice Consul of Portugal in Australia from 1988 to 2002.
The award was received by my mother Mrs. Ermelinda Cortiço Paz
Viana with members of the family present.
The Consulate has also paid tribute to him by dedicating an
official plaque in his honour which has been placed in the foyer of the
Consulate General of Portugal in Sydney to commemorate this
event.

Pictured above is Ermelinda
Viana receiving the award
from Mr. Perestrello.

Mr. Perestrello, Ermelinda
Viana together with her
daughter Lizette Akouri
and granddaughter Rebecca
Akouri and friends standing
in front of the Plaque
placed in the foyer of the
Consulate in Sydney.
The Plaque reads as follows:
Homenagem

Tribute to

Eurico Gregorio da Luz Viana
Vice-Cônsul de Portugal em Sydney (1988-2002) e um dos
mais antigos e dedicados colaboradores deste Posto

Eurico Gregorio da Luz Viana
Portuguese Vice-Consul in Sydney (1988-2002),
one of the longest serving and most dedicated
employee of this Consulate (where he started
his duties on 06/02/1976).
The Premio Comunidade Portuguesa is awarded
posthumously to Mrs. Ermelinda Paz Viana and
his descendants on the 20th anniversary of his
employment at the Consulate.

(onde iniciou funções em 06/02/1976).
Premio Comunidade Portuguesa no 20° aniversário do início
dessas funções, atribuido póstumo, e perante a Senhora Dª
Ermelinda Paz Viana e seus restantes familiares.
João Perestrello, Cônsul-Geral
Elizabete Rosado, Chanceler
13 de Fevereiro de 2008.
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Great achievement by a young
Macanese
It came to our attention that young Jocelino Jorge
who sat at a tennis umpiring course by mistake,
landed him the best seat in the house at the Australian Open in 2008.
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cluding a football field and bowling green, approximately
10 minutes’ walk from Sydenham Railway Station which
is only less than 5 minutes stroll to the Casa de Macau’s
front door premises.
The congenial premises is very suitable for our purposes
and the close location to the Sydney Portugal Community Club would make it viable to hold all our social and
other functions in that Club instead of more expensive
venues elsewhere, if necessary.

Jocelino is a member of Casa de Macau. He was
born in Macau and came to live in Australia with his I commend the acquisition of our new Casa premises to
all members.
parents when he seven years old.
When can I move in ???

Since qualifying as an umpire in 2006, he has been
put through the mill umpiring at local matches and
Gerard Ozorio
progressing through to International Tournaments
such as the Tasmanian ATP Challenger Cup and the
Medibank International where he had a taste of umADVERTISEMENT
piring matches for such well known players as Lleyton Hewitt.
For more on Jocelino Jorge’s story log on to the
following website.
http://castlehill.yourguide.com.au/news/sport/
cwealth-games/the-accidental-umpirerules/1093619.html

17th February 2008
Dear President,

Verde Minho Restaurant
Portuguese & Continental
Cuisine

I would like to heartily congratulate Casa de Macau on
the purchase of its premises in Sydenham, south of the
City, which I among other members present – was in86 Audley Street, Petersham NSW 2049
vited to visit yesterday.
Ph: 9564 6026 Fax: 9564 6026
The premises is a sensible choice, being located in a
quiet southern suburb less than 20 minutes train ride
from Central Station and approximately a quarter of a Your Hosts: Jaime & Manuela Ribeiro (Pictured)
mile from Marrickville; with a thriving Portuguese community in the area. It even boasts a Portuguese social Drop in for a delicious meal and enjoy the ambiand sporting club covering a very large area of land, inence.
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good time and would like to thanks the Casa Committee
for making this celebration possible.

The Victorian members of Casa de
Macau Inc. celebrated
Chinese New Year,
the year of the Rat, at
NSW - BUS TRIP…??
the Jade Kew Chinese
Restaurant in Kew, Victoria, on Saturday 16 February
In response to numerous requests from members, Casa
2008, at which 53 members and 2 guests enjoyed a ChiCommittee is proposing the following two options below. Please indicate your interest and preference for
either a:
1.
Floriade – Australia’s Celebration of Spring
or
13th Sept-12th Oct 2008
2.

Hunter Valley Region

A choice of ‘smelling the flowers’ in Canberra or ‘tasting
the fruit of the vine’ at the Hunter.
Please contact Mary Rigby on 47333862 or via email:
rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au by no later than 2nd May
2008.
nese banquet and shared our experiences of the Encontro. We would like to express our appreciation to the
Committee for fully funding this enjoyable event for
members.
PS – Minas and I have many photos taken during the Encontro at the various functions. If anyone is interested
please notify us of an address and Minas can send a CD
of photos.
Adrienne Carassellos
Victorian Rep.

Hobart Members
held their Chinese
New Year dinner at
the Ball and Chain
Grill on the 9th February 2008. There
were seven members and two guest .
Coincidentally they
were all named
Estorninho. Pictured
below is my favourite girl sitting on her
father’s lap pondering where to start
on her massive dessert. We all had a

Members of the Casa de Macau in Western Australia
celebrated the Chinese New Year with a Chinese dinner
followed byh the traditional Chinese lion’s dance.
All members had a wonderful time that night.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Pictured here are Brisbane members at their
Christmas function held at the Hilton Hotel on
15th December, 2007. This event was reported
in our January edition, however due to technical
glitches, by the time the photos arrived, it was
too late to include it in the newsletter. As the
saying goes - better late than never.
Thank you Natercia for all your hard work in
keeping us informed.
(Continued on page 17)

WRITE TO US
MAIL: P. O. Box A908,
Sydney South,

Membership Renewal
Final notice

NSW 1235.
E-MAIL:
info@casademacau.org.au
Letters should be brief, preferably no more than
200 words. They must be signed and must include name and address for publication if required and telephone number for verification.
While letters and articles from readers are
sought and encouraged, the Editorial Committee
reserves the right to edit them as considered
necessary. Letters and articles are published at
the discretion of the committee and its decision
is final.

1."Membership renewals where due on the 31st January.
If you have not renewed please do so as soon as possible.
one year at a time for a maximum of two years.
Remember all children two years and over must be
For more information contact Mary Rigby:
members of Casa de Macau to attend any subsidised
Email rigbyfamily@ozemail.com au
function.
Ph/Fax 02-47333862"
2. Casa de Macau bursary closing date has been extended until 1st May. All members who have been members for two years may apply. Bursaries are only given
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Media release
Tuesday 22 January 2008

8,000 volunteers wanted for Australia’s largest
event
The experience of a lifetime!
With six months to go, the countdown to World Youth
Day Sydney 2008 (WYD08) is on, and organisers are offering 8,000 domestic and international volunteers the exciting
opportunity to help run the largest event Australia has ever
hosted.

Hello Everyone,

More than 500,000 people from around the world are expected to take part when Sydney hosts the 23rd WYD from
My name is Yvonne De Menezes Bayot Husband. I am
15 – 20 July this year.
Casa de Macau’s Gastronomia Representative at the En“Volunteers are essential to the coordination and organisa- contro 2007 and attended a Special Swearing In Ceremony dedicated to the establishment of the Social
tion of any major event,” said WYD08 Chief Operating
Boards of the Confraria Da Gastronomia Macanese on
Officer Danny Casey.
the 28th November as part of the official Encontro Pro“We are looking for over 8,000 volunteers to help with so gram. One of the main aims of this establishment is to
preserve the recipes of the Macanese people and to promany areas of the event including operations and crowd
mote Macanese food and cooking. I will be known as a
management, customer service, language and translations,
staffing, hospitality & catering, accommodation, production, “Correspondent” Member of this Fraternity.
communications, liturgy and evangelisation,” he said.

Adorned with a gown and cap including the presentation
of a medal, I was formally inducted as a member of the
Fraternity along with the other sister Associations’ Correspondents. After the formal speeches and launching of
a new Macanese cook book (by Maria Joao Salvador dos
Volunteers can either work during the event week, 14 – 20 Santos Ferreira) we were treated to a most scrumptious
July, or in roles available in the months preceding WYD08. lunch, featuring typical Macanese food, prepared by ReAll volunteers must be over the age of 18.
storanti Literal, a very famous restaurant in Macau.
With roles available to suit everyone - from enthusiastic
locals looking to lend a hand to seasoned international
event volunteers and skilled professionals – WYD08 is anticipating thousands of volunteers to sign up.

Volunteers will not only gain the experience of
a lifetime, but will also receive a volunteer uniform and backpack, and assistance with public
transportation costs and meals.

I will be liaising with our Casa Committee on a few plans
of my own to promote Macanese food here in Australia,
building on a collaborative effort with interested members - so watch for the “GASTRONOMIA” section in
While strong interest is expected from Australia the next Newsletter.
and New Zealand, WYD08 organisers are also
Cheers,
seeking volunteers from around the world to
take part in this international event.
Yvonne
WYD08 is taking applications now. For more
information and to apply, visit
www.wyd2008.org/volunteer or call 02 9390
5997.
Hosted by the Catholic Church but open to all, WYD08
will mark the first visit by His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI
to Australia.
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FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD!!!!!!
Dear Members,
One of the prime objectives of the Confraria de Gastronomia Macanese is to preserve and promote Macanese
Cuisine. Our ancestors were marvelous cooks and appreciated good food. Their recipes were guarded and treasured. Many of our ancestors were unwilling to share their recipes and thus many recipes have been lost, as the
older generations have passed on.
I would like to try and break this cycle by putting together a “Casa De Macau Australia” Cook Book. To do this I
need YOUR participation and cordially invite ALL members from ALL States to contribute a few or even just one
of your favourite Macanese Recipes.
How do you do this? It’s simple, follow the 4 steps below:

1. Write out the recipe and the instructions. (Either in Portuguese or English )
2. Attach your contact details.( Name, address, phone no., email address )
3. Write down the name of the Family the recipe originated from and finally
Mail, Fax or Email all the information to me:

YVONNE DE MENEZES BAYOT HUSBAND
5 Carrington Road,
Randwick.
NSW 2031 Australia.
Fax: 02 93404480
Email: yhusband@optusnet.com.au
Recipe Categories:

Soups, Appetizers, Fish, Chicken, Beef, Desserts/Sweets,
Rice/Noodle Dishes, Christmas Recipes.

Here’s an example of what to do:
Recipe: Bicho,Bicho.
Ingredients: (List All) Instructions (List steps)
From the Family of: Marie De Menezes & Celeste De Menezes
Submitted by: Lourdes De Menezes Bayot
Don’t let your Family recipes “DIE” as time
passes on!
TAKE ACTION TODAY
HAVE YOUR FAMILY IN HISTORY
BE APART OF THE COOKBOOK.
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An Appeal for Photographs and Information for
two Future Books on the Macaense Community
I am writing to the Macaense community once
again asking for photographs of family groups, socials,
sports and any special events that I can use for two future books I am now working on.
1.
The Portuguese Community in Hong
Kong – Volume 2
The first edition of the Portuguese community in
Hong Kong was well received recently though I am very
aware that it is incomplete and wanting of a second volume for the many families, social and sporting events
that were not in the first. Many of you have heard me
talking about the preservation of our history over the
many years you have known me – finally, I have been
able to at least put together the first part of that dream I
have had for so long.
Please send me your photographs and information which I missed in the first volume. I promise to
return all originals as soon as I have scanned them. A
copy of a copy is not good enough to enlarge and use in
the publication so please either send me the originals or
scans at a minimum of 300 dpi.
Errata and unidentified names in the first volume
are important to me as I am almost certain there will be
a second edition printed someday soon. This is different
from Volume 2 which I refer to above.
2.
The Portuguese-Macaense Community in
California and the USA
At the request of the Dr. José Manuel de
Oliveira Rodrigues, President of the Conselho das Comunidades Macaenses, I was asked to write on the emigration
of the Portuguese-Macaenses from Southeast Asia to the
United States of America, particularly the State of California. The beginning chapters will deal with the causes
of the Diaspora which includes those who emigrated to
Australia, Brazil, Canada and Portugal. I need photographs and information to substantiate this. I believe the
reasons were generally the same for all – to seek better
opportunities and a future for our children. The exodus
from Shanghai following the communist occupation of
that city together with the 1956 and 1967 Riots in Hong
Kong being the major catalysts.
I look forward to your support and participation.
Tonéco
António M. Pacheco Jorge da Silva
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RSVP: As soon as possible – by no later than August
2008
Mailing Address:
63 Tourmaline Avenue
Livermore California USA 94550
Email: tony@dsiarch.com
Dia de Patua – 30th November, 2007
Frederic A. (Jim) Silva was asked at the recent Encontro
2007 to share some of his findings on the origins of
some Macanese Patois words.
The following is an extract from some of his musings
presented at the Conference held in the Auditorum of
‘STDM’ International University of Macau.
Consent was given by Mr. Silva for reproduction, use and posting on Casa de Macau Inc.
website and newsletter.
This “Encontro” serves a few purposes. It is a chance for
“Encounters” – a meeting of Macanese from all over the
world with friends, relatives and acquaintances. A gathering again of our far flung communities to renew old
friendships.
At the same time it is also a chance to celebrate our
heritage and our history.
Our history is that we are the direct descendants of
Portuguese who from 1557 settled on the coast of
China and intermarried with natives of the Far East –
especially natives from China—and thus produced our
mixed culture and race.
Among other things we celebrate is our background, our
religion, our food and our patois.
Our Patois is what I want to talk about today.
There are two words in the English language which
sound very similar. Entomology and etymology. Entomology is the scientific study of Insects..We will not
go into that now. Etymology is the study of the origins of
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words and phrases. This is what we will discuss as it re- LALALA (clams) A Malay word.
lates to our Macanese patois.
La Lee Loong (A robber, a thief) Derived from the Portuguese Ladrao. This word is more often used when
speaking to a Chinese and not used among Macanese.
I list a few words:AZINHA (quickly, rapidly). This is a genuine Portu- STRIKA (To iron) A Dutch word later used by the Maguese word that has gone out of use in the mother lays and passed into our patois. In Portugal they say
country today. Perhaps in the 17th and 18th century it “passar ferro”.
was still used. However, it is much used in our patois SIPUTE (a type of edible snail) A Malay word.
today.
SAYANG (a pity, a nostalgic longing) A Malay word –
ANCUSA (some thing) It is a corruption of the Portu- now much used in our patois.
guese-Alguma Coisa.
TOC-TOC (crazy, demented) Derived from the PortuAH MUI (A young Chinese girl) The word is from the guese “Toque” i.e. touched.
old Chinese practice of adopting young girls for servi- TANKAREIRA (a Chinese boatwoman) Derived from
tude – the Mui Tsai system.
Chinese and Portuguese. As in “Tanka” – a small boat
ARRAVIRO (Mischievous and naughty) – a word from and reira – a female.
the Malay-Hara-Biro.
ADE SALGADO (Salted duck). The preferred word Author
for a duck in Portugal today is Pato, although Adem is
sometimes used. Pato Salmoirado is the Chinese Larp Frederic (Jim) Silva is a Macanese living in California
after migrating to the USA some 30 years ago with
Arp.
ALUA (Sweet Christmas candy) Adapted from the In- his wife and family. Both sides of Jim's family were
part of the early Macanese pioneers who settled in
dian Halwa. The Chinese version is Chu Yao Ko.
Hong Kong after moving over from Macau shortly
BONCO (hunchback) A Malay word.
after the British settled there. At 76 years old Jim has
BEBINGA (A pudding – as in bebinga de leite or as a lived through interesting times; as the Japanese insavoury – as in bebinga de nabo). The Indians use Be- vaded Hong Kong after Pearl Harbour, he spent four
binga for sweet layered pancakes over which a sweet years in Macau as a refugee finishing his high school
sauce is poured. The Filipinos have a bebinga pancake as education. Jim continues to be active in Macanese
affairs in the Bay Area and was president of UMA in
a breakfast food.
San Francisco, as well as State Board President. He is
BAGATE (a love spell). An Indian word to denote a
the author of: We Macanese (2005), All Our Yesterspell on someone of the opposite sex.
days, a booklet that tells of the Macanese past, as
CACOOSE (lavatory, latrine) Originally a Dutch word well as two other booklets: Things I Remember, a sewhich was used by the Malays and then by the Portu- ries of nostalgic essays on the Macanese life, and Porguese of Malacca. The Dutch – “Cack Huis” – literally tugal -- Some Tales From Her Past.
means S _ _t House.
CHACHA (a sweet drink – usually with sago and coconut juice as in Bobo Chacha.) A Malay word.
EDITOR’S DISCLAIMER
CUSCUS (To steam cook) A method of cooking from The Editor reserves the right to screen,
the Portuguese territory of Cape Verde.
accept or reject material for publication
CHUBI, CHIPI, CHOLER (To pinch, squeeze, prod and takes no responsibility for any errors
or omissions as provided by authors and
with an utensil) All three are Malay words.
CAVA (later, afterwards) From the Portuguese – contributors. The Newsletter is not to be
used for any member’s own discourse. It is
Acabar
not intended to promote any propaganda
CHONCAR (To collide) From the Portuguese – Chonor support any political affiliations. The
car
contents are produced in good faith as a
GUNGDOONG (A swelling of a body part). For in- service for the benefit of Casa de Macau
stance “Bate cabeca sai gungdoong”, from the Malay.
Members and as method of communicaKARA (black streaks of dirt on one’s body) A Malay tion within the Macanese community in
word which was originally used to describe black burnt
Australia and abroad.
rice at the bottom of a cooking pot.
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We Macanese
(A text of the talk given by Frederic A (Jim) Silva on December 3rd 2004 at the Encontro in Macau)

Whoever said “East is East and West is West and
never the twain shall meet” had obviously never met a
Macanese. In the Macanese there has been the perfect
blending of East and West.
What then is a Macanese ?
A short answer is that a Macanese is someone
from Macao or else a descendant of someone from Macao.
Another accepted definition is that a Macanese is a Eurasian
of Portuguese and Asian blood. Portuguese and, say Chinese, Goan, Malay or Japanese ancestry – perhaps more
than one of these.
What do we look like ?
My wife tells me that my particular brand of good looks can
come from anywhere East of Suez.
On the way to the last Encontro I travelled with a
group of delegates to Macao via Seoul, Korea. We met up
with a group of Casa de Macau members from Vancouver
to make our joint way flying across the Pacific. We had a
great re-union on board. On this same flight were a group
of American service wives returning to their husbands in
Korea. They were intrigued with our chatter and looks and
finally asked – “Excuse me-but who are you ? We replied
“Guess”. They consulted and pondered and finally decided
– “You are a group of Hawaiians”
Truly, our Macanese looks defy description. Some
of us look absolutely European and some look 100% oriental, with most of us somewhere in between. Because of our
tangled roots we are a cocktail mix. Even within the same
family there are darker skinned children amidst lighter
skinned brothers and sisters. Our European, Goan and
Chinese background adds to the mix.
Over time there has been more interesting intermarrying with other non Portuguese Europeans, especially
in HongKong. In HongKong we had large Macanese clans
bearing the names of Hyndman, Osmund, Brown, Gardner,
Yvanovich, Demee and Danenberg.
In Shanghai there was a Macanese family with the
name Lubeck. From Goa two family names came to
HongKong and are the Alvarez and Figuereido clans. They
are all said to be descendants of young Goan men who
settled in Macao many years ago and intermarried with
Macanese women.
We have Spanish blood too with Macanese families
bearing names like Gutierrez, Alarcoun and Alonco. Then
there is that large Castro clan. The story is that three
Spanish brothers settled in HongKong and Shanghai and
intermarried with Macanese women producing numerous
offspring.
All this goes to show that the racial component for
this mix was established earlier and this mixing of mixtures
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continued on and on.
There is a further complication which is peculiar to
Macao only and not seen in HongKong or Shanghai. This
has to do with the racially pure Chinese adopting the
Catholic faith and then taking a Christian first name on baptism – as in say – Carlos Chan. He can then even adopt a
Portuguese last name as well – perhaps the last name of his
godfather and become say, Carlos Pereira. This was a
common practice in other Portuguese colonial territories
of Goa, Africa and Ceylon.
By changing his birth name, of say, Chan Kwok
Hung to Carlos Pereira on baptism would indicate that the
person readily accepted the language, religion and culture
of Portugal and may at the same time have some social and
economic advantages on reaching adulthood – both by employment opportunities and quicker social integration.
These converts would seamlessly intergrate and intermarry
with others of similar background or within the larger
Macanese Eurasian community. Thus the mix continues.
When one considers that this and other mixes
have continued for over 400 years one can appreciate the
diversity.
Where did the Macanese live ?
We lived in Macao, HongKong and Shanghai – but we always considered Macao as our roots. After 1841 when the
British took over HongKong n the wake of the Opium war
against China – the Macanese immediately followed. They
sought jobs with the British Government, trading houses
and Banks. Employment was never plentiful n Macao and
Macanese youth only aspired to clerical white collar jobs.
Educated Macanese youths speaking some English and Chinese were among the pioneers of HongKong and readily
found employment in the newly established business
houses and banks.
Later they moved further North to Shanghai as it
opened up to trade and settlement. The flow from Macao
never stopped. As recently as the 1960s there were vacancies for Portuguese bank clerks at the HSBC. These vacancies could then not be readily filled with HongKong Macanese youth. They were then leaving to migrate to the USA,
Canada and Australia. Bank officials had then to recruit
Portuguese youth directly from Macao. More and more
Macao Macanese men and women continued the pattern of
leaving home for working HongKong.
Where and how did we live?
In Macao life was lived around the various parishes. Macanese lived in the Christian city along the rim of the outer
harbor, leaving the Chinese along the Porto Interior. The
Macanese then were a somewhat insular and socially stratified group – depending on economic circumstances and
family connections.
The genealogist Dr. Forjaz was commissioned by
the Fundacao Oriente to draw up a genealogy of Macanese
everywhere. He arrived in Macao and informed an establishment matron of what he was trying to do. He was told
(Continued on page 14)
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“Why bother – in Macao only six families are worth tracing
– others do not matter”.
In Macao some 80% of the Macanese worked for
the Government – the Police, fire brigade, treasury, public
works, hospitals, post office etc. There were only a few
family commercialfirms such as Rodrigues and H. Nolasco
& Co. There were the utilities- The electric company and
waterworks. There were only one foreign bank – the BNU.
Employment opportunities were thus very limited and migrating to HongKong was the only other option. Macanese
never considered working with their hands at trades such
as cooks, bakers, carpenters and electricians and only white
collar desk jobs were sought.
The steady flow of Macanese from Macao to
HongKong never stopped. Initially all lived in a self imposed
ghetto know as “Mata Moro” in the mid levels of
HongKong island. This was an area around a Moslem
Mosque on Mosque Junction, Mosque St. Caine, Rd., Shelly
St. It was a convenient area. Arrivals came from Macao by
steamboat and moved right into this area.
Rents were reasonable. The working men could
get to their central business offices easily. School children
could get to St. Joseph’s College and the Canossian school
for their education and families considered the nearby Roman Catholic Cathedral their parish. It was a comfortable
cosy area. Everyone knew everyone else and also their
business. My mother was born in this district. She tells of a
lady with a large family being always hard up as her husband
was a habitual drunk who could not hold on to a job. To
augment family income she had a small business making and
selling a delicious curry to other Macanese households in
the area. Her husband considered this demeaning and a slur
on himself. To ruin her business he would – when drunk –
run around the streets of Mata Moro and shout – “Nunca
Bom comprar Caril de Bina – usar tudo galinha morto suh”.
The Macanese of Mata Moro considered themselves a cut above another group of Macanese living along
the city’s waterfront in the lower rent area of Wanchai.
These were Macanese of more modest means and were
referred to as “Wanchairada” or “Cachivachi de Wanchai”.
Macanese women in Wanchai often intermarried
with Englishmen of a lower economic order – say low
ranking soldiers or security guards. Mata Moro Macanese
referred to these unions as “Casar con Ingles Sujo”.
Somewhat later – say the 1910s and 1920s there
was a movement away from Mata Moro to cross the harbour to Kowloon’s Tsim Sha Tsui. It was a quiet peaceful
area and a homeowners purchase scheme there met with
some success. Macanese now lived on the little avenues to
the East of Nathan Road with two storied houses and little
gardens. Granville Road, Austin Avenue, Humphrey’s Avenue, Cameron Road were all Macanese areas. Later Macanese moved further inland to form small communities in
Ho Mun Tin and the Tung Cheong Bldgs. Again there was a
tendency to live around Catholic Church parishes and
schools – Rosary Church and St. Theresa’s Church.
Where did Macanese work ?
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Perhaps as many as 60% were bank clerks with the rest
working for big British “Hongs” (Trading conglomerates)
such as Jardines, Dodwells, Shewan Tomes, Gibb Livingstone, Gilmans etc. Employment opportunities were limited
to the mid-level range as higher executive positions were
reserved for the expatriate British. Some Macanese were a
little better off working for American firms – Banks and the
Oil companies. There were few Macanese businesses –
some were Botelho Bros. (tung oil exporters,) Cruz, Basto
& Co. (rice and general merchants) and Colonial Trading
Co. Best off were the few Macanese who were doctors and
lawyers – most of whom did quite well.
There existed at the time a somewhat secretive
and small British organisation called the “Employer’s Federation”. This was a union of large employing firms that
agreed among themselves on how to regulate and limit employment opportunities and salaries of local employees.
Females were not much in the work force until the 1930s
when young Macanese ladies entered the work force too
with shorthand and typing.
In Shanghai life and working conditions were much
like HongKong. If anything it was less restricted by British
colonial stuffiness. Shanghai was more international in outlook as other national business – French, American, Japanese and Chinese were more prominent.
Shanghai Macanese lived I the International Settlement and the French Town. They had their own Lusitano
Club and had a somewhat broader general outlook.
Much has been said about our Macanese Patua.
May I add my bit ? If you were in downtown Lisbon today
and said to a native “Azinha tomar Mezinha” – he would
surely not understand you. Yet these two words “Azinha”
and “Mezinha” are genuine Portuguese words. The only
trouble is that they are three hundred years old and no
longer used in modern Portugal – they can only be found in
Macao’s patua now. Some words of this archaic Portuguese
can still be found – much as if one were to speak Elizabethan English today.
Other linguistic streams also come into our patua.
For instance there are words we use from the Malay of
Malacca – Choler; Chipi; Chubi; Chuchu; Gungdoong;
Booyao; Sayao; Balichao. English and Chinese words also
have a tendency to creep in. It is a colourful language with
no discernable grammar and no plurals. It is a great tongue
for satire and slang-for making fun of others and ourselves.
If you spoke the patua and came to this Encontro
and met an old friend – this is what you must not say:“Ay Jose – nunca olhar voce vente for a anos. Cusa ja
sosede ? Ja fica assim velho. Onde ja vai tudo cabello? Onde
ja vai tudo dente? Cara pindurado; Andar vagar vagar-cotecote. Costa-bonco-bonco. Qui ramede”.
Another bit of patua. A lady wanted to learn some
Portuguese. She said that in English one replies “Don’t
mention it” or “you are welcome” when someone says
“Thank You”. In America a reply to a “Thank You” can
sometimes be “You Bet”. In Portuguese how does one re-
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ply to “Obrigado” ? The answer was that is someone said
“Obrigado” the proper reply would be “Ay Numseeza
meh”.
Fortunately there have been persons who have
studied and passed on our patua. The late Dr. Graciete
Batalha took a scholarly approach and methodically recorded pronunciation and etymology for so many words.
The late Ade Fereira – a great humorist – took a lighter
approach with verses and plays. He was a great asset to
preserve some of the old speech. Today’s Miguel Senna
Fernandes also makes a study of the patua as he fills the
gaps of his predecessors. We own them our thanks.
Is there such a thing as a Macanese accent
when speaking English ? Well, Yes and No. When Macao people speak English they have their own Portuguese
accent. When Shanghai Macanese speak there is hardly any
discernable accent. Bu when HongKong Macanese speak
they can come up with a whining, sing song accent which is
so typical. When I first heard a recording of my own voice I
could not believe it was really me. That accent was there.
Try saying this with a HongKong Macanese accent:“Wear boyscout hat want to be Cowboy-say”
In one short sentence use 3 languages: - “Eat Ramata
the Soong Yuh”.
“All the American in the Bank say I speak with
Breeteesh accet-say”.
Even names said with the proper Macanese accent
can immediately identify a person. Say “Julio Lima”, “Gussy
Lus”, “Carlos Soares”, “Ange Vas”.
Where and how did this accent come
about ?
I say St. Mary’s School of Kowloon. My theory is that the
accent came to be when shiploads of Italian nuns fresh off
the boat from Italy arrived in HongKong to teach English to
Macanese girls. This could lead to weird results.
Let me now say something about our food. Food is
an integral part of our Macanese culture. Fortunately we
have inherited this Far Eastern concept of eating “Rice and
Soong” like the Chinese, Japanese, Indians and Malays.
We eat our white rice and accompany it with a
delicious array of dishes which have evolved from all over –
Portugal, China, Goa, Malacca. We adapt, blend, and modify
dishes from other parts and make it our own. For instance
the Portuguese Cozido has been added to with some trotters, dried pork rind (pele), Chinese sausage and balichao
to become our own tacho.
At the risk of making mouths water I list:Diabo, chourico vinho alho, chourico sutate, porco balicahao tarmarinho, Ade capidella, Capella, Chau chau chilli,
Miso Cristao, Harmonica, and to quote the illustrious bard
“Nobody don’t like Minchy”.
We have fabulous desserts. Many derived from
Malacca Nhonya food. Glutinous rice, glutinous rice flour,
eggs and coconut and brown palm sugar. Alua, bajee,
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moochy, ladoo, bebinca leite. All rich and hearty and guaranteed to cure any cholesterol deficiencies we may have
had.
Now for some Macao history:Having been established in 1557 there are nearly
450 years behind this settlement. Little has been written on
early origins because there never was a treaty or anything
in writing to record events. There are actually two versions
on beginnings. The Portuguese version was that they were
invited to settle and trade in Macao out of gratitude for the
fact that they cleared the whole area of pirates. The Chinese version was that Chinese merchants and Portuguese
traders bribed the Canton mandarins to allow for a settlement. No approval was ever given by the Emperor in Peking. A Chinese custom post was to be established on Praia
Grande and an annual rental payment to the Chinese was
required. This certainly did not indicate any change of sovereignty.
The truth probably lay somewhere between the
two versions. In any case the loose arrangements appealed
to both sides and there were enough subsequent profits
arising which helped to seal things. A permanent city soon
grew on this little peninsula.
Another historical incident in Macao’s past was the
Dutch invasion of 1620. This was during a period when the
Spanish crown rled over Portugal. The Dutch hated the
Spaniards and coveted Macao as a trading post. They
wanted a footholdin China to take over the lucrative
China/Japan trade. A fleet of 17 warships appeared off Macao – two were from the non-combatant English. The 15
Dutch ships landed 800 men on Cacilhas beach near Porto
Cerco and started to march to the city around Guia. The
Portuguese were at a great disadvantage as a small Portuguese garrison was away on expedition in China. Only 300
defenders could be found. Women, slaves, Macanese and
metropolitans all got together to put up a spirited defence.
The defence plan was to retreat and ambush. A Jesuit
priest manned a canon on Monte Fort and luckily made a
direct hit on the Dutch gunpowder carriage – blowing it
up. This demoralised the invaders who now lacked gunpowder and faced a fierce charge of Portuguese defenders.
The disorganised invaders were thrown back on to the
beach where many were drowned as they fled. It was a
great Portuguese victory. Moreover the battle impressed
the onlooking Chinese as an example of Portuguese valor.
Another great event in Macao history was the defence of the city in 1849 when Chinese soldiers threatened
the city with a blockade. Just outside of Macao and beyond
Porta Cerco was a Chinese fort with 500 men who
manned the heights of a hill called Pak Shan Lan (Passaleao).
The guns of the fort threatened the Portuguese garrison at
Porta Cerco and prevented the movement of goods, people and food. Macao was under threat and siege and would
soon be starved out. A young Macanese Lieutenant – Nicolau Vicente Mesquita volunteered to attack the fort and lift
the siege.
Calling for 36 volunteers he fired his one canon
into the heart of the fort and then mounted a charge
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against a confused and demoralised enemy. Fortunately the but we are here to celebrate our historical background –
Chinese canons on the fort could not be made to fire thanks to the Macau Government and the people of APIM)
down the hill at the attacking 36 soldiers. By evening the
fort was captured. The threatening guns were spiked and a
great victory was proclaimed.
ADVERTISEMENT
In the 1930s the Portuguese communities of Macao, HongKong and Shanghai contributed to the erection of
a great bronze statue of Mesquita in his full uniform. This
was placed on the Leal Senado Square as a symbol of victory and patriotism.
A symbol of victory for one side can also be a symbol of defeat for the others…A follow up on this statue’s
story was the 1966 destruction of this symbol by rampaging
Red Guards who toppled it (a la Sadam Hussein) during a
city rio. The city later replaced the stature with the present
fountain.
In 1960 Macao entered into a period of long lasting
depression. Three events occurred that caused this. Firstly
– the Portuguese sister colony of Malacca fell to the Dutch.
""RosSou is a Sydney based music duo, utilisMalacca was then lost as a trading partner, and moreover,
ing MIDI Backing Tracks for a full band sound.
This allows us to cover as many styles of muthe seas around that area were henceforth threated by
sic, from today's hits to classic rock.""
Dutch ships. Secondly, Portugal regained her independence
from the Spanish crown. Spanish trading connections – Manila and Acapulco could no longer be used by the Portuguese. Thirdly and most importantly – Japan expelled all
Portuguese traders and missionaries. The lucrative China
(silk) to Japan (silver) trade ceased. Catholics were expelled
to Macao and the profitable Japan connection was over.
Let us come back to the present. Where are the
Macanese now ? There has been this diaspora to all over
the world but there are still many Macanese in Macao and
HongKong.
Portuguese speaking Macanese have settled back in
Portugal and Brazil. English speaking Macanese have gone
on to the USA, Canada and Australia. Nearly all over the
world there are now are some Macanese.
Will these Macanese groups continue as district communities ?
Well, Yes and No. For the short term they will
surely survive. For the longer term it is questionable. Let
us examine how some other small ethnic groups have done
around the world. The Armenians of Singapore are no
more. All that exists is an old Armenian church. The burgers of Ceylon – a mixture of Dutch and Ceylonese Eurasians have dissipated as they migrated to Australia. Only the
old Portuguese settlement of Malacca still exists after 500
years as an identifiable group with customs, culture and
religion much intact.
For most Macanese there has been this great dispersal and intermarrying outside the group. Leaders of
these dispersed communities try to encourage a Macanese
consciousness with Clubs and Casas.
We have a unique culture and an interesting heritage and we are now brought together by this Encontro.
We are not just here to see old friends and to overeat –

‘Making a difference’
On March 29th, businesses and
home lights will be turned off
for one hour at 8pm as part of
Earth Hour.
In March 2007 at the first Earth
Hour, 2.2 million people and 2100 Sydney businesses
were inspired to ‘switch off’.
Energy consumption was reduced by 10.2 per cent during that period. An equivalent of taking 48,000 cars off
the road for an hour.
The event is now a global movement…so do your part
and ‘turn off’. Show that you care….time out, lights out.
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Keep watching this space for more updates.

News and Events - continued

‘Welcome Mat’
Past Committee members (& spouses) were invited to
‘visit’ Casa’s premises, in acknowledgement of their
continued contribution and association.

Two lunches were held in July & August 2007 with the
most recent in February and March 2008, hosted by the
current Committee, offering home made Macanese cuisine –‘just scrumptious’. The feedback on the property
to date has been most encouraging and positive.
There has been a steady flow of members visiting the
premises (totalling approx. 69 to date). Where possible
the Committee has accommodated all requests.

Most recent were Betty Cruz, Lydee Crestejo & John
Paul Ware (seen in the photo enjoying and viewing the
“Portuguese Community in HK’.

‘Hands-On Team’
Our first ‘working bee’ was held on Saturday 3rd November 2007. Thanks to the support of our spouses and
also our enthusiastic members, Eduardo Gutierrez and
Wayne Hammond.
It was an early start to first remove all Casa items and

boxes from the storage cage at Kirrawee and transporting same to the premises at Sydenham – thank God the
(Continued on page 18)
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rain held off. Then it was the other chores of housekeeping, commencing with the most important area in
any household – the ‘kitchen’, followed by other tasks,
e.g. cleaning, unpacking crockery, cutlery, pottery and
glassware. After the chores, the lighting up of Casa’s
first BBQ followed, to share a meal in celebration and as
a reward for a job well done !!!
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Mystery Prize Dinner
The ‘Mystery Prize Dinner’ was held on Sunday 2nd March
at Verde Minho Portuguese Restaurant.
Winners
(included spouses/partners) were drawn during the
NSW Christmas luncheon on the 18th Nov 2007 at Sydney Portugal Community Club. Several Committee
members and spouses were present - allowing for social
interaction with members present and a ‘getting to
know you’ – over a great evening meal. Conversation
flowed after pleasantries to the more philosophical discussions that touched generally on our Casa.

Outfitting of the premises and unpacking of boxes continues. Members who can offer some time and assistance in setting up our new home will be most welcome. Feedback provided from some members were:
You are requested to feedback ideas and suggestions on
Tonight is great – when is the next one ?
proposed usage of the premises throughout the week.
So far there are intentions to hold Macanese cooking
Good idea to meet in a smaller group
demonstrations, Portuguese lessons, Minchee or pot
No complaints, happy with progress of our Casa &
luck lunches, Patua video screening, etc.
the purchase of the premises at Sydenham
Interested members can ‘drop in’ after the monthly
Committee meetings (Saturday afternoons) by rsvp to:
Mary Rigby (Secretary) (Tel: 47333862
Email:rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au ).
Special appointment can also be organised for weekdays
or weekends with notice; particularly for any Interstate
or Sister members visiting Sydney - until such time that
we can have a Calendar of planned dates of events or
opening hours. Work in progress. We need You to take
part and be involved as a ‘family’ unit.

Suggestions given for usage of Casa premises
Would like another organised trip to Portugal
Acting upon a recommendation from a Casa member,
this initiative turned out to be a successful event thanks
to the co-ordination of our Vice President, Marcus
Gutierrez.

The 2007 Bursary Recipients
Marissa Ward is the daughter Cecilia and Bryan Ward.
Her grandparents are Roberto Alexander Maria Vas and
Janie Christine (Law). Marissa is doing a Bachelor of Agricultural Economics course. Marissa has achieved 16
High Distinctions in the last two years. Congratulations
from all your Casa family and friends.
(Continued Page 20)
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Preamble:
At the January meeting of Casa Committee there was discussion and agreement on the feasibility of holding our own
Youth Encontro event in Australia. The impetus prompted more recently from Youth Day component in 2007 Encontro in
Macau; in dialogue with our three Youth Representatives and over the past years comments received from members
within our Association. Success of this proposed initiative would rely heavily on the interest from our younger members to
participate and thence an ‘EOI’ below for a positive response and indication to proceed.

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
Casa de Macau Committee is calling for ‘expressions of interest’ from our younger members between the ages of 18 to 30 to
participate and attend the inaugural Youth Encontro (Gathering) in Australia, hosted in Sydney during the latter part of 2008
(Sept/Oct/Nov).

Proposed aims are to:
Provide an opportunity for younger members within Australia to gather and meet
Establish a network of engagement and communication amongst the young members
Encourage the younger generation to be involved and assist our Casa to move forward
Provide a platform for the youth to develop a common and agreed vision/goal
Identify strategies of how best to encourage young members to play an active role within the Macanese community
Establish a link to educate and preserve our unique culture and heritage
Have a better understanding of our younger members in terms of their needs and priorities to enable formal
engagement, planning and facilitation of Casa’s future.
Proposed Draft Program
2 day weekend – Saturday to Sunday (for Interstate attendees - possibly arriving on Friday afternoon and departing on Monday am)
Program Content/Agenda Items (via feedback & contribution from attending delegates)
Travel, Transport & Accommodation
Subsidised travel to Sydney: within broader NSW (includes public transport fares) & economy return airfares for
Interstate attendees.
Billeting with relatives and friends are encouraged. Use of youth hostel or motel will depend on the response
rate.

If you have an interest to attend, please fill out the bottom rsvp and return same at your earliest convenience
to: Mary Rigby, Secretary, (via mail: Casa de Macau Inc. PO Box A908 Sydney South NSW 1235 or email: rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au ) by no later than 30th April, 2008.
Casas’ 6 Interstate Representatives, 3 Youth Representatives, Correspondent for Confraria da Gastronomia
Macaense, identified Stakeholders and Committee will jointly collaborate on an appropriate program content for the
benefit of our younger members.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RSVP Expressions of Interest to participate in Casa de Macau Youth Encontro 2008
First Name:______________________Surname:______________

Date of Birth:________

Street Address_____________________________Suburb_____________ Post Code:________
Tel: Home:_________________ Work:_______________

Mobile:_____________________

Email address: Home:___________________________ Work:___________________________
Motto/Slogan suggestion:___________________________________
Program/Agenda Item:_______________________________
Available for weekend in the month of Sept/Oct/Nov. Please circle your preference.

(Continued from Page 18)
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President:
Yvonne Maria Cruz Herrero
Vice President:
Marcus Gutierrez
Secretary:
Mary Basto Rigby
Treasurer:
Rogério Fernandes
Asst. Secretary:
Antonieta Conceição Manolakis
Committee Members:
Judy Rocha
Lizette Viana Akouri
Maria Callaghan
Betty dos Santos Cartlidge
Interstate Representatives:
Aileen Guterres (SA)
Natercia Xavier (QLD)
Adrienne Ozorio Carasallos (VIC)
Margarida Grills (ACT)
Daniel Badaraco (WA)
Jorge Estorninho (TAS)

Contact us
Casa de Macau Inc.

Ricardo Rosario is the eldest son of Carlos and Belinda Rosario. Ricardo is the first generation to be born in Australia.
Ricardo is doing his Bachelor of Health and Exercise Science
Carla de Menezes Ribeiro Carla’s direct link to the Macanese community is due to her grandparents. Her grandparents are Fernando and
Fernanda de Menezes Ribeiro.
Carla is doing her Bachelor of Marketing, Communication & Advertising.
Ashleigh Lawrence is the daughter of Vincent Ferrer Lawrence and
Deidre Patricia Watt. She is the granddaughter of Wilfred Marriott and
Olga Maria Lawrence Ashleigh is doing a Bachelor of Commerce
course at Griffith University.
Jocelino Jorge Jocelino was born in Macau and migrated to Australia
when he was six. His parents are Natalino and Joana (Leong) Jorge.
Jocelino is doing Bachelor of Business (Sport Management).
Brendan Basto is doing a Bachelor of Arts: Australian Studies. Brendan is the son of Olivia and Tony Basto; he has two daughters.
Most of the recipients provided a much more comprehensive history then
space would allow. It was great to see the young people finding out about the
family histories and I learnt more of how members are related
Mary Rigby
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Casa Down
Under
Newsletter
Next issue is due out in June, 2008.
Anyone wishing to contribute articles
are requested to submit them no
later than Tuesday, 27th May, 2007 to
macaense38@yahoo.com.au

